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Abstract
Bandwidth calculation for Quality-of-Service (QoS) routing in an ad hoc network employing Time-
Division-Multiple-Access (TDMA) is studied. Certain constraints of TDMA transmission in a wireless
network requires careful scheduling among the nodes in order to achieve conflict-free operations. These
constraints also make the calculation of the end-to-end bandwidth along a path non-trivial. These
calculations are essential for QoS routing which requires a certain amount of bandwidth available on a
route. We prove the problem of calculating the maximal end-to-end bandwidth along a given a path
in a TDMA network is NP-complete, and develop an efficient bandwidth calculation scheme. We also
show how the bandwidth calculation scheme can be used with the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector
protocol (AODV) to perform QoS routing.
1 Introduction
We consider the problem of quality of service (QoS) routing and bandwidth calculation in a TDMA-based
ad hoc network. An ad hoc network is an autononous network consisting of a set of wireless, potentially
mobile, communication nodes, which do not rely on any perdefined or fixed infrastructure. Such a network
can be rapidly deployed in an area, and their survivability and flexibility makes them ideal for battlefield
communications and desaster relief operations. These network have gained much attention in recent years,
with a lot of work done on routing in these networks. In particular, the Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector
routing protocol(AODV) [1], the Dyanmic Source Routing protocol(DSR) [2], and the Temorary-Ordered
RoutingAlgorithm(TORA) [3] all demonstrated the ability to route connectionless data packets efficiently
through the network. They are designed primarily to carry best-effort traffic, and at the center of their
design is the connectivity between the nodes, or the network topology as a whole. Little attention is paid
to the amount of available bandwidth of these links, or the end-to-end quality of service delivered to the
upper layers. A recent review of routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks can be found in [4]. Only
recently have people turned their attentions to establishing quality of service routes in ad hoc networks
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. QoS routing requires not only to find a route connecting the source to the
destination, but the route can satisfy the end-to-end QoS requirement, often given in terms of bandwidth
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and delay. Quality of service is more difficult to guarantee in a wireless network than in a fixed, wireline
network, because the bandwidth resource is usually shared among adjacent nodes due to the broadcast
nature of the wireless medium, which is subject to collision and loss, and the potential topological change
caused by nodal movement. This requires extensive collaboration between the nodes, both to establish and
to maintain the QoS route and secure the necessary resources. Among the QoS routing protocols proposed
so far, some of them use generic QoS measures and are not tuned to a particular kind of link layer [9, 10, 13].
Some are designed for a MAC layer which uses spread spectrum for transmission in a time slotted channel
[5, 6, 11]. Different MAC layer models have different constraints for conflict-free transmissions, and the
algorithm generated for one kind of MAC layer does not generalize to others easily. So far no work has
been done to study QoS routing in a flat-architectured, TDMA-based ad hoc network. TDMA transmission
is more demanding than spread spectrum techniques, because without using different transmission code,
transmissions from different nodes are more likely to collide. Hence more coordinations among the nodes are
required. QoS routing in TDMA-based network is the subject of this paper.
In the following sections, a distributed algorithm for calculating the end-to-end bandwidth for a route in
a TDMA-based ad hoc network is presented, and how the algorithm can be used in conjunction with an
existing routing scheme, namely Ad hoc on-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) protocol [1], to
perform quality-of-service (QoS) routing, is shown. Here the QoS of a route is measured in terms of the
amount of bandwidth, measured by the number of time slots per frame, assigned to a route. If the mobility
factor can be neglected, once the time slots are assigned, the route will enjoy conflict free transmissions.
This guarantees the throughput and delay of the QoS route. When nodes start to move, the conflict-free
property no longer holds, therefore the QoS of a route is subject to degradation. However, with the proposed
algorithm, the QoS route can be quickly restored, provided there is sufficient bandwidth. This way it can
handle nodal mobility to some degree.
2 The network model
An ad hoc network is modeled as a graph G = (N,L), where N is a finite set of nodes and L is a set of
undirected links (or each undirected link can be viewed as two directed links in opposite directions). The
routing protocol will only use bi-directional links, therefore any unidirectional links are neglected. Each node
ni has a set of neighbors NBi = {nj ∈ N : (ni, nj) ∈ L}. The bandwidth is partitioned into a set of time
slots S = {s1, s2, ..., sM}. The transmission schedule of node ni is defined as the set of slots in which it
transmits (TSi), and the set R
k
i which is its transmission target nodes in slot sk, sk ∈ TSi, R
k
i ∈ NBi. With
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an abuse of notation we will use TSi to refer to both the transmission slots set and the transmission targets
set. The set RSi = {sk ∈ S : ni ∈ Rkj , nj ∈ NBi} is the set of slots where node ni is required to receive from
its neighbors. Let TNk = {ni ∈ N : sk ∈ TSi} be the set of nodes transmitting in slot sk. A transmission
from node ni to node nj is labeled as (ni → nj), and (ni → nj)k if we want to emphasis it takes place in
slot sk. The schedule of the entire network TS is the collection {TSi : ni ∈ N}. The transmission slots can
be assigned to the nodes by some TDMA slot assignment protocol running at the MAC layer. The details
of the slot assignment protocol is not important at the moment, but we assume the following conflict-free
property always holds:
If a node ni transmits in slot sk (ni ∈ TNk), for every node nj ∈ Rki , NBj ∩ TN
k = {ni} and nj 6∈ TNk.
In other words, if node ni transmits to node nj in slot sk, node nj itself does not transmit and node ni is
the only transmitting neighbor of nj in that slot
1. For a node ni, we can define the following sets:
SRTi = {sj ∈ S : sj 6∈ TSi, sj 6∈ RSi, sj 6∈ ∪nk∈NBiRSk},
SRRi = {sj ∈ S : sj 6∈ TSi, sj 6∈ RSi, sj 6∈ ∪nk∈NBiTSk}.
Respectively, these are the set of slots when node ni can transmit without causing interference to its current
receiving neighbors (SRTi), and the set of slots when node ni can receive without suffering interference from
its current transmitting neighbors (SRRi), given the current transmission schedule TS. The sets SRTi and












Figure 1: Transmission in a TDMA-based wireless network. Suppose there are 2 slots, S = {s1, s2} in the
network. If the current transmission schedule is (n1 → n2)1, SRR 6= SRT for nodes n3 and n4.
The scenario considered here is connection-oriented traffic, each connection is also called a session. A request
to setup a connection is given in terms of < source id, destination id, required bandwidth >. We assume a
session requires constant bandwidth, even itself is not necessarily CBR. If a slot only carries the traffic for
the session it is assigned to, none of the transmission slots in the current schedule can be used for a new
1This marks the difference between the TDMA network studied here and the slotted CDMA network studied in [5, 6, ?]. In
a slotted CDMA network which assumes unlimited number of transmission code, it does not require other neighbors of node
nj to be silent in the same time slot in order for nj to receive successfully from ni. Different transmissions can use different
transmission codes, and the only constraint is that a node cannot receive while it is transmitting.
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session. From the prospective of a new session, the sets {SRTi} and {SRRi} represent all the constraints
presented by the current transmission schedule TS. For this reason we also express the transmission schedule
as TS = {SRTi, SRRi, ni ∈ N}.
Given the requirement to establish a session, the task of QoS routing is to find a route with sufficient
bandwidth, and to determine the set of transmission slots used by each node along the route to carry the
traffic 2. This is no trivial, because even to calculate the maximal available bandwidth along a given route
is NP-complete. We start from the calculation of the end-to-end bandwidth along a given path 3.
3 The bandwidth calculation problem (BWC)
In order to support a bandwidth of R slots for a given path P , it is necessary that every node along the
route can find at least R slots to transmit to its downstream neighbor, and these slots do not interfere with
other transmissions and with each other. Because of these constraints, the end-to-end bandwidth for the
path is not simply the bandwidth of the bottleneck link. The path bandwidth calculation problem, termed
BWC, can be formulated as follows:
In a TDMA network G = (N,L), given the current, conflict free schedule TS, for a given path P (without
loss of generality let P = {nm, nm−1, ..., n1, n0}, and (ni, ni−1 ∈ L), where nm is the source and n0 is the
destination), find the sets TSPi , ni ∈ P , where TSi ∩ TS
P
i = ∅, the sets TS
′
i = TSi ∪ TS
P
i still satisfy the
conflict-free property, and the end-to-end bandwidth of route P
BW (P ) = min
i
|TSPi |, ni ∈ P
is maximized. The set TSPi is the set of slots where node ni along P transmit to ni−1 to carry the traffic
for the session and a transmission in TSP can be called a new transmission or a transmission of P . A
transmission in the current schedule TS is called a current transmission. The objective is to find a set of
new transmission slots for each node along P so that these transmissions are conflict free, and the path
bandwidth is maximized. We want to find out the maximal bandwidth path P can support.
Theorem: The sets {TS′i} = {TSi ∩ TS
P
i } are conflict free iff TS
P
i ⊂ LBi = (SRTi ∩ SRRi−1), and
TSPi ∩ TS
P
j = ∅, j = i± 1, i± 2, ni, nj ∈ P .
Proof: Given the current schedule {TSi} is conflict free, the new transmission schedule TSi ∪ TSPi is
conflict free iff every new transmission in TSPi does not conflict with current transmissions in {TSi}, and
2The job of the QoS routing protocol stops at determining these transmission sets. How the nodes negotiate with each
other to ensure these slots are assigned to the corresponding transmitters and are respected by their neighbors is the job of the
underlying slot assignment protocol running at MAC layer.
3The terms path and route are used interchangeably in this paper.
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does not conflict with other new transmissions in {TSPi }. For a transmission (ni → ni−1)
k ∈ {TSPi }, it does
not cause interference to current transmissions in {TS} iff sk ∈ SRTi, and it does not suffer interference
from current transmissions in {TS} iff si ∈ SRRi−1. Therefore TS and TSP do not conflict with each
other iff TSPi ⊆ (SRTi ∩ SRRi−1) = LBi. The set LBi, called the link bandwidth for (ni → ni−1),
is the set of slots allowed by TS for transmission from ni to ni−1. In order for the new transmission
(ni → ni−1) ∈ TSP not to interfere with other transmissions in TSP , it is necessary and sufficient that any
new transmissions of nodes ni−2, ni−1, ni+1, ni+2 do not take place in the same slot. Thereof the condition
TSPi ∩ TS
P
j = ∅, j = i± 1, i± 2, ni, nj ∈ P . Q.E.D.
As far as the BWC is concerned, the constraint presented by the current schedule is nothing but the sets
{LBi : ni ∈ P}. Therefore in the calculation of BW (P ), we can ignore the rest of the network and consider
only {LBi : ni ∈ P} instead. In the rest of the paper, only the interesting parts of the network G and the
current schedule TS are represented, namely the path P and the sets {LBi : n+ i ∈ P} .
Theorem: The problem BWC is NP-complete.
Proof: This can be proven by reducing another NP-complete problem to the problem BWC. The problem
we choose is to calculate the end-to-end bandwidth along a given path in a slotted CDMA wireless network.
This problem, termed BWCc, is described as following:
In a slotted CDMA wireless network withK slots, CS = {s1, s2, ..., sK}. For a path CP = {cnm, cnm−1, ..., cn0},
where cnm is the source and cn0 is the destination, a node cni ∈ CP can only transmit or receive in a set
of slots CSi ⊆ CS, and a node cannot transmit or receive simultaneously. If multiple neighbor nodes of cni
transmit in the same slot, cni can receive successfully from one of them. Find the set of slots TS
CP
i ⊆ CSi
with which the end-to-end path bandwidth
BWc(CP ) = min
i
|TSCPi |, ni ∈ CP
is maximized. This problem is NP-complete [5]. Node cni can only transmit to cni−1 in slots TS
CP
i ⊆
CLBi = CSi ∩ CSi−1, and TSCPi ∩ TS
CP
i±1 = ∅. The difference from BWC and BWCc is that in a CDMA
network, nodes can transmit with different codes (assuming infinite number of codes are available), and can
receive the desired signal successfully in the presence of multiple incoming signals (with different codes),
while a TDMA network does not have this feature. We now show an instance of BWCc can be reduced to
an instance of BWC.
For a path CP = {cnm, cnm−1, ..., cn1, cn0} in the slotted CDMA network, construct the following path P in
a TDMA network: P = {n2m, n2m−1, n2m−2, ..., n1, n0}, where for each pair of adjacent nodes (ni → ni−1),
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the link bandwidth LBi is given by
LBi =
 CLBi/2, i = 2k;So, i = 4k + 1;
Se, i = 4k − 1, k is an integer.
where So = {sK+1, sK+2, ..., s2K} and Se = {s2K+1, s2K+2, ..., s3K}. Clearly this transformation can be done
in polynomial time. An example of the transformation is given in Figure 2.
CLB
cn3 cn2 cn1 cn0
n6 n4 n2 n0n5 n3 n1
CLB3 CLB2 CLB1
LB LB5=So LB3=Se LB1=SoLB6=CLB3 LB4=CLB2 LB2=CLB1
A path CP in a slotted CDMA network
A path P in a TDMA network
Figure 2: Conversion of bandwidth calculation for a path CP in a slotted CDMA network to bandwidth
calculation for a path P in a TDMA network.
The total number of time slots in the TDMA network is three times that of the slotted CDMA network, and
the path is twice as long. In the TDMA network, the three sets of time slots, Si = CS = {s1, ..., sk}, So and




j = ∅, j = i±2, i±1 reduces
to TSPi ∩TS
P




j = ∅, j = i±2, i±1
reduces to null. Because a node ni, i = 4k ± 1 can transmit in all its K time slots without interfering with
others, they are never the minimizer of BW (P ). The path bandwidth is therefore given by





If the set of transmission slots {TSPi } achieves maximal bandwidth along P in the TDMA network, the set
of transmission slots {TSCPi } = {TS
P
2i} achieves maximal bandwidth along CP in the CDMA network, and
vice versa. As a consequence, if we can find the optimal sets {TSPi } in the TDMA network with polynomial
complexity, we can find the optimal sets {TSCPi } in the slotted CDMA network. This is unlikely because
the problem BWCc is NP-complete. Therefore BWC is NP-complete. Q.E.D.
4 A bandwidth calculation algorithm
Because the maximal path bandwidth for a given path is intractable, we seek heuristic alternatives to
approximate the optimal solution. Instead of searching over the entire path, the algorithm only performs
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localized search which ends up to suboptimality. The attraction of this algorithm lies in its distributed
nature and simple, iterative calculations. Its performance will be compared with an upper bound of the
end-to-end bandwidth, and we will see it produces acceptable results. Two versions of the algorithms will
be presented. The forward algorithm (FA) iterates over the hops from the source to the destination, and
the backward algorithm (BA) iterates from the destination to the source. The term forward and backward
only refer to the direction the iteration is carried out, and both the forward algorithm and the backward
algorithm calculate the bandwidth from the source to the destination along the same path. Both will be
used later. The forward algorithm is presented first:
Define PBki as the set of slots used on link (ni → ni−1) to support the partial path FP
k = {nm, nm−1, ..., nk}.
Note that FP k is the partial path starting from the source and extends to node nk, and FP
0 = P .
1. If m = 1,
PB01 = LB1;
2. If m = 2,
(PB01 , PB
0
2) = BW2(LB1, LB2);
3. If m ≥ 3,
(PBm−2m , PB
m−2
m−1) = BW2(LBm, LBm−1);











The end-to-end bandwidth of the path P is given by BW (P ) = BW (FP 0) = |PB01 |. The functions BW1,
BW2 and BW3 are presented in the appendix. The function BW1 simply outputs the n elements with the
lowest indices (or randomly) of the input 4. The function BW2 outputs two disjoint sets of the same size,
and each output set is a subset of the corresponding input. The size of the output, |BW2(IN2, IN1)| =
|OUT2| = |OUT1|, is maximized. The function BW3 requires two of the inputs, IN2 and IN3, to be disjoint
and have the same size. The output of BW3 are 3 disjoint sets with the same size, and the size of the output,
|BW3(IN3, IN2, IN1)| = |OUT3| = |OUT2| = |OUT1|, is maximized. The algorithms BW2 and BW3 are
optimal, and the forward algorithm, taking advantages of BW2, BW3, is in fact a greedy scheme which seeks
locally maximal bandwidth from the source to the next hop, given the sets of slots used to reach the current
4Our simulations did not show significant difference between choosing the lowest elements or choosing randomly.
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node. During the kth iteration, the partial path extends one hop beyond the previous path FPK+1 to reach
nk. Only the set of slots on the three links closest to the end nk are required, and only two of the output
varibles, PBkk+2 and PB
k
k+1, are needed for the next iteration. Because the information required for each
iteration is limited and local, the algorithm lends itself easily to distributed implementation. Note that for




k+1 are calculated. This is sufficient
because transmissions of links further downstream do not interfere with transmissions of (nk+1 → nk),
therefore PBk−2k+1 = PB
j
k+1 for j ≤ k − 2. The path bandwidth of the FP
k is determined by the three links
closest to the end, and is non-increasing as FP k extends towards the destination n0. The computation cost
at each iteration is constant, thus the computation cost for the entire path is proportional to the length
of the path. Because at each node only local maximizer is seeked, it does not always provide the globally
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Figure 3: The bandwidth on path P as calculated by the forward algorithm (FA).
We study the performance of the bandwidth calculation algorithm with simulations. Because the maximal
end-to-end bandwidth is intractable, we compare the bandwidth obtained with FA with an upperbound of the
end-to-end bandwidth. The upperbound (UB) is obtained by observing that the the bandwidth of the entire
path P cannot be higher than the bandwidth on just portion of the path, PP 3k = {nk+3, nk+2, nk+1, nk}.
An upperbound is obtained as
UB(P ) = min
k
BW (PP 3k ), k = 0, 1, ...,m− 3,
where the bandwidth on the path PP 3k = {nk+3, nk+2, nk+1, nk} can be calculated with integer linear
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programming































C123 = |LBk+1 ∩ LBk+2 ∩ LBk+3|,
C12 = |LBk+1 ∩ LBk+2 ∩ LBk+3|,
C13 = |LBk+1 ∩ LBk+2 ∩ LBk+3|,
C23 = |LBk+1 ∩ LBk+2 ∩ LBk+3|,
E1 = |LBk+1 ∩ LBk+2 ∩ LBk+3|,
E2 = |LBk+1 ∩ LBk+2 ∩ LBk+3|,
E3 = |LBk+1 ∩ LBk+2 ∩ LBk+3|.
The variables B, C and E are non-negative integers. The BW (PP 3k ) is calculated with CPLEX [14], a
commercial mathematical programming software. Usually integer linear programming problems are compu-
tational intensive, but the calculation of BW (PP 3k ) is relatively inexpensive thanks to the limited number
of the variables. The simulation is carried out on a path with length of M hops. There are total S slots,
and the availability of each slot at each link (nk+1 → nk), i.e. the link bandwidth LBk, is modeled as
an i.i.d. Bernoulli random variable with probability pa. The current traffic load on the path is varied by
adjusting pa. The average number of available slots on a link (the average cardinality of the link bandwidth)
is E[|LBk|] = pa ∗ S. Tables 1,2,3 compare the path bandwidth obtained with the FA algorithm and the
upperbound. Of course, the true maximal bandwidth lies between the upper bound and the bandwidth
obtained using the FA algorithm, and these three are not far apart from each other. By comparing Tables
1,2 and 3, we can see that the relative difference between FA(P ) and UB(P ) is not very sensitive to the path
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length M and the total number of slots S. Based on the simulations we conclude that the FA algorithm is
an efficient scheme with acceptable performance.











Table 1: Comparisons of the bandwidth calculation algorithm (FA) and the upperbound (UB). The average
number of available slots on each hop is given E[|LBk|]. The path length is M = 10 and the total number
of slots is S = 25. The results are obtained by averaging 100 different trials.











Table 2: Comparison of FA and UP for long paths. The length is M = 20 hops and the total number of
slots is S = 25.
Often a bandwidth requirement of R slots is known when the bandwidth is calculated. The QoS route
can only be established along path P if the bandwidth requirement can be met (BW (P ) ≥ R) and the
transmission slots are identified and reserved. After it has been confirmed by the FA algorithm that there
is sufficient bandwidth along path P , the time slots used on each hop (TSPi , ni ∈ P ) need to be identified.
Because R ≤ BW (P ) = |PB01 | ≤ |PB
0
k|, for k ≥ 1, there is sufficient slots along the entire path P to support
the bandwidth of R. The transmission sets for each hop to support a QoS route along P with bandwidth
requirement of R can be determined by
TSPk = BW1(PB
0
k, R) = BW1(PB
k−3
k , R), k = m,m− 1, ..., 4,
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Table 3: Comparison of FA and UB for high number of time slots. The path length is M = 10 hops and
the total number of slots is S = 40.
TSPk = BW1(PB
0
k, R), k = 3, 2, 1.
After TSPk is determined, the underlying slot assignment protocol can be used to reserve these time slots at
MAC layer.
The bandwidth calculation can also be initiated from the destination and iterated backward to the source.
This version of the algorithm is the backward algorithm (BA):
Define PBki as the set of slots used on link (ni → ni−1) to support the partial path BP
k = {nk, nk−1, ..., n0}.
Note that BP k is from an intermediate node nk to the destination node, and BP
m = P .
1. If m = 1,
PB11 = LB1;
2. If m = 2,
(PB21 , PB
2
2) = BW2(LB1, LB2);
3. If m ≥ 3,
(PB21 , PB
2
2) = BW2(LB1, LB2);











The end-to-end bandwidth of path P is given by BW (P ) = BW (BPm) = |PBmm |. On average, the FA
and the BA schemes have the same performance, but their results for a given path may be different. Both
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schemes will be useful in the QoS routing schemes in the following section.
5 QoS routing with AODV protocol
QoS routing in an ad hoc network requires finding a route from a source to a destination with sufficient
bandwidth. The bandwidth calculation scheme presented above only provides a method to calculate the
maximal bandwidth for a given route. It is not a routing protocol, and needs to be used together with
a routing protocol in order to perform QoS routing. The routing protocol chosen here is the Ad hoc on-
Demand Distance Vector Routing protocol (AODV) [1]. AODV is a pure on-demand routing protocol and
uses a broadcast route discovery mechanism. It relies on dynamically establishing routing table entries.
Destination sequence number is used to maintain the most recent routing information between nodes. The
following short description of AODV is from [15]. The reader is referred to [1] for more details of AODV.
5.1 The AODV protocol
The Ad-Hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing algorithm is a routing protocol designed for
ad-hoc mobile networks. It is an on demand algorithm, meaning that it builds routes between nodes only as
desired by source nodes. It maintains these routes as long as they are needed by the sources. AODV uses
sequence numbers to ensure the freshness of routes. It is loop-free, self-starting, and can also build multicast
routes.
AODV builds routes using a route request/route reply query cycle. When a source node desires a route to a
destination for which it does not already have a route, it broadcasts a route request (RREQ) packet across
the network. Nodes receiving this packet update their information for the source node and set up backwards
pointers to the source node in the route tables. In addition to the source node’s IP address, current sequence
number, and broadcast ID, the RREQ also contains the most recent sequence number for the destination of
which the source node is aware. A node receiving the RREQ may send a route reply (RREP) if it is either
the destination or if it has a route to the destination with corresponding sequence number greater than or
equal to that contained in the RREQ. If this is the case, it unicasts a RREP back to the source. Otherwise,
it rebroadcasts the RREQ. Nodes keep track of the RREQ’s source IP address and broadcast ID. If they
receive a RREQ which they have already processed, they discard the RREQ and do not forward it.
As the RREP propagates back to the source, nodes set up forward pointers to the destination. Once the
source node receives the RREP, it may begin to forward data packets to the destination. If the source later
receives a RREP containing a greater sequence number or contains the same sequence number with a smaller
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hop count, it may update its routing information for that destination and begin using the better route.
As long as the route remains active, it will continue to be maintained. A route is considered active as
long as there are data packets periodically traveling from the source to the destination along that path.
Once the source stops sending data packets, the links will time out and eventually be deleted from the
intermediate node routing tables. If a link break occurs while the route is active, the node upstream of the
break propagates a route error (RERR) message to the source node to inform it of the now unreachable
destination(s). After receiving the RERR, if the source node still desires the route, it can reinitiate route
discovery.
5.2 QoS routing with AODV
Currently AODV provides some minimal controls to enable the nodes to specify Quality of Service parame-
ters, namely maximal delay and minimal bandwidth, that a route to a destination must satisfy [13]. These
QoS parameters, however, are genetic and their calculations depend on specific networks. In a TDMA based
ad hoc network, the bandwidth can be calculated using the scheme developed in Section 4.
Two approaches can be used to build QoS routes. In the first approach, bandwidth calculation is decoupled
from route discovery. With this approach, a route is provided by the (original) AODV protocol without
considering the bandwidth constraint. The bandwidth calculation is performed on this route to check
whether it has enough bandwidth. This can be called the decoupled approach, because the interaction
between routing and bandwidth calculation is minimal. In the second approach, called integrated approach,
the bandwidth calculation is perform in conjunction with route discovery, and the routing protocol will try
to find a path with sufficient bandwidth. The decoupled approach is presented first.
5.2.1 The decoupled approach
In the original AODV protocol, the only information used to build a route is the network topology. Hop
count and route freshness (sequence number) are used as the route selection criteria, and no bandwidth
information is taken into account. A route found by AODV may not have enough bandwidth. When
the interest is to find a route with bandwidth R, the minimal requirement is to determine whether there
is sufficient bandwidth along the path found by AODV. Only a path with sufficient bandwidth can be
accepted. In the decoupled approach, a path connecting the source with the destination is first found with
the AODV protocol without considering the bandwidth requirement. Its bandwidth is calculated afterwards.
If the bandwidth requirement cannot be met, the path will be dropped and will not be used for the session.
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Therefore bandwidth calculation is used for admission-control purpose only. The calculation can be initiated
by either the source node in the forward direction all the way to the destination, or by the destination node in
the backward direction all the way to the source. To reduce the delay, the bandwidth is calculated with the
BA algorithm as the RREP packet is unicasted back from the destination to the source5. Assume the RREQ
packet travels from the source (nm) to the destination (n0) through a path P = {nm, nm−1, ..., n2, n1, n0}.
When the RREQ packet arrives at the destination (n0), node n0 transmits a RREP packet to its upstream
neighbor n1 and starts the bandwidth calculation. As the RREP packet travels along the reverse path and




k−1 , SRRk−1 > to nk, in
addition to the usual information carried in a RREP packet. Node nk performs the following calculation:










If BW (BP k) = |PBkk | ≥ R, node nk propagates the RREP one hop closer to the source. If BW (BP
k) =
|PBkk | < R, the bandwidth requirement can not be met, and node nk drops the RREP. This way if the RREP
reaches at the source without being dropped, there is sufficient bandwidth on the path P . The phase when the
initial RREQ is broadcasted in the network and eventually reaches the destination can be called the RREQ
phase, and the phase when the RREP travels along the reverse path from the destination to the source can be
called RREP phase. On receiving the RREP packet, the source node can sends a RESV packet along the path
to inform the nodes to reserve the corresponding transmission slots TSPk . The RESV packet transmitted from





The triplet < source addr, dest addr, session id > uniquely identifies a session. Node nk chooses its trans-








and sends a similar RESV packet to its downstream neighbor nk−1. It is the job of the underlying MAC
layer (slot reservation protocol) that reserves the set of slots TSPk . When the RESV reaches the destination,
a QoS route with bandwidth R has been established from the source to the destination. (The source node
can start to transmit its data packets as soon as it receives the RREP packet. Before all the slots along
the path are reserved at the MAC layer, the packets may be transmitted with a best-effort approach.) This
third phase can be called the RESV phase.
5This requires the RREP packet to be generated by the destination node only. It disallows a node other than the destination
to reply to a RREQ. However, a intermediate node with a fresh route to the destination can speed up the route discovery and
reduce the bandwidth consumption by unicasting the RREQ to the destination node instead of broadcasting the RREQ to its
neighbors.
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It is required that nodes along the path do not move, and the set of available slots (SRTk,SRRk) do not
change, if the path can be setup successfully. The modified AODV protocol has the same susceptibility to
nodal movement as the original protocol, but it is also susceptible to changes in the current transmission
schedule (SRRk, SRTk). If (SRRk, SRTk) on the path change between RREP and RESV, the available
bandwidth for the path may change and the QoS path may not be established successfully. A way to prevent
the unexpected change of time slots is to use soft-state to protect these slots temporarily 6. When node
nk calculates PB
k
k , a timer is initiated. Before the timer expires, the slots of PB
k
k cannot be assigned to
other sessions. If the RESV packet arrives before the timer expires, these slots are readily available and
can be reserved for this session. An important parameter is the timeout time te for this timer on the link
(nk → nk−1). It should be long enough to allow the RESV packet to arrive, but not too long to hold these
time slots unnecessarily. Note that the interval between RREP and RESV is the longest for the last link
of the path (n1 → n0), and decreases progressively for the hops closer to the source. If the time for the
RREP and RESV packet to travel one hop can be considered as a constant thop, the time te should be at
least 2 ∗ thop ∗ (m− k) for the link (nk → nk−1). The longer the path, the longer this timeout period. If the
network is too large, the path can be too long and this time becomes intolerable. Therefore this soft-state
approach is not suitable for long paths.
The bandwidth calculation can also be performed with the FA if the source node already has a recent entry
in its routing table to the destination. No path discovery over the whole network is required for this case.
Still, the source node needs to send a RREQ towards the destination via the path in its routing table in order
to calculate the bandwidth along this path. Hop by hop, the RREQ is forwarded towards the destination.
On receiving the RREQ, an intermediate node nk calculates the bandwidth on the partial path the RREQ
has traveled so far (from the source to itself), using the FA scheme. The calculation is identical to the
calculation in the integrated approach, so we refer to the next subsection for the details. After node nk
calculates PBkk+1, it can protect these time slots with a soft-state. If a RREP arrives before the timer
expires, the slots TSPk+1 ⊆ PB
k
k+1 can be identified and reserved. When FA is used, a link closer to the
source has to wait longer for the RREP to arrive. The timer of the soft-state on link (nk+1 → nk) should
be at least 2 ∗ thop ∗ k long.
Due to the minimal coupling between routing and bandwidth calculation (admission-control), this approach
works with other routing protocols as well. A protocol which provides multiple route might be a better choice
than AODV. With AODV, the destination node only processes the first RREQ packet it receives. Often
this RREQ travels along a path shorter than the paths traveled by other RREQ packets that arrive later.
6A soft-state is a timer-based state, which put the resource/state of a node on hold temporarily. The resource or state is
releases when the timer expires.
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If routing protocol can provide multiple paths, the bandwidths for these multiple paths can be calculated in
the RREP phase, and the chance of finding a path with sufficient bandwidth is enhanced. If more than one
paths are found to satisfy the bandwidth requirement, the source node can choose the one with the highest
bandwidth (or alternatively use a benchmark which combines available bandwidth and path length) and
send the RESV packet along this path 7. When the soft-states associated with the time slots on the other
paths expire, these time slots become available for other sessions.
5.2.2 The integrated approach
The integrated approach follows the practice proposed in [13]. The bandwidth calculation is carried out in
the RREQ phase in conjunction with route discovery. This way in the RREQ phase the protocol will try to
find a path with sufficient bandwidth (not to check whether the path has sufficient bandwidth after it has
been found). Bandwidth can be calculated on the partial path FP k as the RREQ’s are propagated, and
when the destination node is reachable, at least one of them is forwarded towards the destination. Because
when a RREQ propagates, only the reverse path from the source is setup (corresponds to FP in Section
4), the forward algorithm (FA) can be used to calculate the bandwidth on the path from the source to
the current node (the FP the RREQ has traversed so far). Without loss of generality, assume the RREQ
has traveled along a path FP = {nm, nm−1, ..., nk+1}, and is being forwarded by node nk+1 to nk. The
bandwidth can be calculated as follows:
As node nk+1 transmits a RREQ to its neighbor nk, it appends the following information to the RREQ
packet: < PBk+1k+3 ,PB
k+1
k+2 ,SRTk+1 >. Node nk calculates














k+1) is done by node nk, not nk+1, is to allow node nk+1
to broadcast the same RREQ packet to all its neighbors. This reduces the computation and the bandwidth







each of its neighbor and sends the RREQ packet individually. After calculating the bandwidth on the
partial path from the source node to itself, node nk will propagates the RREQ to its neighbors only if
BW (FP k) = |PBkk+1| ≥ R. If the required bandwidth R cannot be satisfied on this path, the RREQ
7This is to assume that BA is used. If FA is used, the destination node chooses the best route and sends along it a RREP
packet.
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packet will be dropped at nk. This way if a RREQ reaches the destination via a path P , there is sufficient
bandwidth along this path. The destination node n0 responses by sending a RREP packet along the path
P towards the source. As the RREP packet travels the path P in the reverse direction, transmission slots








It then passes the information (TSPk+1,TS
P
k ) to its upstream neighbor nk+1 along with the RREP packet.
When the RREP reaches the source, every link (nk → nk−1) on path P has chosen its transmission slots TSPk
and a QoS path with bandwidth R has been setup. Because the transmission time slots TSPk are identified
with the RREP packet, no RESV packet is necessary. The path is established in two phases, and the source
node can start to transmit data packets to the destination when it receives the RREP.
Compared with the previous approach, the bandwidth is calculated when the AODV protocol is searching
for a path from the source to the destination. If a path does not have enough bandwidth, a RREQ cannot
reach the destination via this path. Therefore a path with insufficient bandwidth is never produced. Note
that no soft-state is used in this approach. The reason is that the transmission set PBkk+1 is calculated
during the RREQ phase, when the RREQ packet is propagated throughout the network in a non-directional
manner. Most of the RREQ packets are forwarded on paths not leading to the destination. If soft-state is
used to protect the time slots PBkk+1 during the RREQ phase, the flooding nature of the RREQ packet can
freeze time slots over the entire network, not just those on a path from the source to the destinations. The
consequence of not protecting the slots with soft-state is that the sets SRRk, SRTk may change before the
RREP packet arrives, and the path may no longer have enough bandwidth to support the session. It is clear
that the longer the path, the higher the probability that these slots may change during the interval between
the RREQ packet and the RREP packet. As a consequence, the applicability of this scheme is limited in
terms of the size of the network.
5.2.3 Maintenance of active paths
The transmission slots TSPk for each link on path P can be protected with soft-state. These soft-states are
refreshed each time a packet is received and transmitted for the session, and expire when no packet arrives
for a certain period of time. The slots TSPk are released when the associated soft-state expires. This prevents
a session from locking up resources forever, and prevents time slots from being locked unnecessarily when
a route breaks. If a source node does not have packet to transmit for sometime, but still needs to keep its
route, it can transmit dummy packets and refresh the soft-states periodically. When node nk on a path P
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finds the link to its downstream neighbor nk−1 broken, it can try to restore the downstream path locally by
sending out a RREQ packet. If the path can be restored this way, the transmission can continue without
the source node being aware of the link break.
If the path cannot be restored by node nk, it can sends a route error message (RERR) towards its upstream
neighbors. The RERR invalidates the current path and releases the transmission slots TSPi between node
nk and the source nm. For a nodes downstream of the failed link (between nk to the destination n0), the
transmission slots TSPi are released when no data packets arrive and the soft-state expires. When the source
node receives the RERR packet, if it still requires a path to the destination, it can transmit a RREQ to
start a new path discovery phase using the same mechanism as before. The new RREQ can carry the same
session id. If this RREQ arrives at a node ni downstream of the broken link before its TS
P
i expires, it serves
both as a message to release the transmission slots TSPi associated with the old path and as a message to
explore a new path. When the transmission is complete and the route is no longer needed, the source node
can either transmit an explicit release packet along the path to release the time slots, or simply do nothing
and let the soft-states on the links expire and release the slots automatically.
5.3 Discussions of the two approaches
The decoupled approach and the integrated approach each has its own advantages and disadvantages. In
the decoupled approach, no attempt is made to find a route with sufficient bandwidth in the first place,
and bandwidth is calculated only to check the acceptability of the route. Therefore the chance of finding
the right route with the decoupled approach is less than that with the integrated approach, and it helps to
use a routing protocol which provides multiple paths. The attraction of the decoupled approach is that no
modification is required for the existing routing protocols, and the possibility to use soft-state to protect
the time slots 8. In the integrated approach, every RREQ arriving at the destination indicates a path with
sufficient bandwidth, and it is more likely to provide an acceptable path than the decoupled approach. But
the flooding-like nature of the RREQ packet makes it impossible to use soft-state to protect the transmission
slots, and these slots are subject to change before the path can be setup. Neither approach is perfect, and
their performances are likely to degrade when more nodes try to establish their QoS routes simultaneously. In
both approaches it is possible that two simultaneous route setup requests will block each other, but if the two
routes are setup one after another, at least one of them will be successful. This is because neither approach
attempts to coordinate different route setup procedures. (This is not a problem for setup of best-effort
routes, where bandwidth is not a constraint. The problem arises for QoS routing because of the potential
8Still, soft-state is not suitable for very long routes.
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competition of the limited bandwidth resources). The performance of these two different routing approaches
will be studies in the future.
6 Conclusions and future work
The problem of QoS routing in a TDMA-based ad hoc network is studied. We have shown that to calculate
the maximal path bandwidth in a TDMA-based ad hoc network is NP-complete. An efficient bandwidth
calculation scheme has been developed (with the FA version and the BA version), and it is performance is
studied with simulations. The bandwidth calculation scheme can be implemented in a distributed manner,
and can be used in conjunction with the AODV protocol to perform QoS routing. A decoupled approach
and an integrated approach are proposed, and their properties are discussed. The performance of these two
approaches will be studied as part of the future work.
7 Appendix
This section provides the functions BW1,BW2 and BW3 used by the bandwidth calculation scheme.
function (OUT ) = BW1(IN, n)
assert(n ≤ |IN |);
choose the n elements with the lowest index in IN as OUT ;
(or choose the n elements in IN randomly)
return.
function (OUT2, OUT1) = BW2(IN2, IN1)
C = IN1 ∩ IN2;
E1 = IN1 − C;
E2 = IN2 − C;
if |E2| ≥ |IN1|
OUT2 = BW1(E2, |IN1|)
OUT1 = IN1;
return;
elseif |E1| ≥ |IN2|





T = floor(|IN1 ∪ IN2|/2)
C2 = BW1(C, T − |E2|);
C1 = C − C2;
OUT1 = BW1(C1 ∪E1, T );
OUT2 = C2 ∪E2;
return.
function (OUT3, OUT2, OUT1) = BW3(IN3, IN2, IN1)
assert(|IN3| = |IN2| & IN2 ∩ IN3 = ∅);
C21 = IN2 ∩ IN1;
C31 = IN3 ∩ IN1;
E1 = IN1 − C21 − C31;
E2 = IN2 − C21;
E3 = IN3 − C31;
if |E1| ≥ |IN2|




elseif |E3| ≥ |BW2(IN2, IN1)|
(OUT2, OUT1) = BW2(IN2, IN1);
OUT3 = BW1(E3, |OUT1|);
return;
elseif |E2| ≥ |BW2(IN3, IN1)|
(OUT3, OUT1) = BW2(IN3, IN1)
OUT2 = BW1(E2, |OUT1|);
return;
else
T = floor(|IN3 ∪ IN2 ∪ IN1|/3)
C331 = BW1(C31, T − |E3|);




C221 = BW1(C21, T − |E2|);
C121 = C21 − C
2
21;
OUT1 = BW1(E1 ∪ C121 ∪ C
1
31, T );
OUT2 = E2 ∪ C221;
OUT3 = E3 ∪ C331;
return.
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